What’s inside changes lives...

“I don’t think my life would have been the
same if it wasn’t for Summit. LEARNING
to

LEARN was really the BEST THING
that happened to me.”

DEVICES

TECHNOLOGY

OUR PROGRAM IS DESIGNED FOR
STUDENTS
• who demonstrate weaknesses in
language processing, working memory,
comprehension or organization
• who are bright and want to learn, but
are falling behind
• encountering difficulty with reading,
writing, spelling, math, organization or
self-management
• who thrive when teachers listen and
adapt to individual needs
• who are most successful when learning
is active and expectations reflect their
learning profile
PARENTS
• who are seeking educational experts
with the experience and commitment to
get their child back on track
• who want an individualized mainstream
curriculum that is rigorous, well
rounded, and forward thinking
• who know their child can be confident,
engaged and successful
• who are searching for their child’s
“RIGHT” school

Our primary expertise lies in literacy and language-based learning differences. Our
program is not designed to serve students with a primary diagnosis of Attention
Deficit-Hyperactivity Disorder, a behavior disorder, a severe communication disorder,
Asperger’s, Autism; or for children who fall below the average range on measures of
cognitive ability. We are pleased to suggest alternatives.

HOW we teach is as important as WHAT we teach. It is a
school where DIFFERENCE can mean EXCEPTIONAL,
where essential learning outcomes are identified and measured.

The Summit School is widely recognized for academic excellence and
research-based methodologies. Literacy instruction is infused throughout
the program and students receive explicit, individualized instruction in every
subject.
Teachers maximize students’ strengths and support areas of weakness.
Summit empowers students and prepares them for success in high school
and beyond. With a strong foundation, the possibilities are endless!

“I feel I owe my SUCCESS not to my high school, or even
my college, but dating back to my 8 years of education at

THE SUMMIT SCHOOL.” – Alumnus, Business Management Analyst
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